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Cafeteria Employee
Files Complaint
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NOW THIS!!!!!!!
by Clint ZWeifel

news editor
An employee in the Underground cafeteriahas filed a
complaint against management of ·ARA food service
company, saying the workers are poorly treated.
Mary Brown, cashier for ARA, said she filed the
complaint with the Missouri Commission on Hwnan
Rights on Sept. 6.
Joe Lutgen, manager of ARAat UM-St Louis, said he
has heard that a complaint possibly had been filed but has
not been notified by the commission to verify the infonnalion.
Brown said in a letter to the commission that her
supervisor "would talk to the black men (employees) in a
very harsh and demanding marmer."
Brown said the supervisor's position had been filled by
a black woman last year. She said Lutgen decided to
eliminate the position and moved the employee to a
different job in the cafeteria The position was then brought
back at the beginning of the school year. A white person
now holds the position.
Lutgen said there had been a lack of communication

See ARA, page 4

UM·St. Louis Adds Degree Programs

'M' Bl.ACK m OlES DEPART"E!""
.

UMSL IS

RACIST
Photo: Dave Floyd

A flyer that hangs on the door of the Associated Black
Collegians (ABC) office located in University Center, on
Sept. 30. Nicholas Wren, ABC president, would not
comment on the flyer.

by Jeremy Rutherford
associate news editor
Four often UM-Sl Louis proposed
degree programs have been forwarded
for approval to the University of Missouri System and State Coordinating
Board for Higher Education (CBHE).
Despite having the second largest
enrollment in the UM-system, UM-Sl
Louis has the fewest degrees offered,
with 66.
A proposed degree program must
first be approved by the UM-St Louis
Senate and then reviewed by the President of the UM-System, George
Russell. Upon his recommendation,
the proposed degree program will be
sent to the Board of Curators before it
makes its way to the CBHE.
A doctoral degree in nursing has
already been approved in full by the
CBHE and will work in conjunction
with UM-Colombia and UM-Kansas
City. Of the proposed degrees, a doctorate in mathematics, a masters in
music, and a bachelors in fine arts (in
conjunction with the Co~unity Col-

.Plan Provides Fot Campus Additons, Student Housing
University Will Request At Least $12 million From Legislature In January
million fef' the first phase of the plan. year and especially in these areas of
Thecuratorshaveexpressedinterestin
capital acquisitions, which are really
news editor
trying to getfundingf<r the total (plan) one-time expenditures."
UM-SL Louis will request $12 and other aspects of phase one."
million from the state legis1ature in
Driemeier
Add iog Prop1anuary to complete the fIrst part of said he feels
pbaseooeofthe''MasterP1an." whicb the university
erty
has a ,.good
will cbange Che pbysical seuing
"In the state of
~y the
the campus,
chancein get- Missouri
time
the
money is easy
Dooald Driemeier, deputy to the ting the fund~
MasterPlan
cbm;ellef', said the university ex- ing necessary . to come by, but the
comis
pleted, the
pects the first phase completed in to begin ma- governor has indicated
university
about three years.
jor wOrk on
will have
the first phase strong interest in higher
added
Obtaining the funding
eduation."
of the plan.
"In the
several
Driemeier said the university
-Donald Driemeier,
does have a good chance in geUing state of Mismore acres
deputy to the chancel/or of land.
the funding, with support andrec- souri
no
ommendations by the Board of Cu- money.is easy
nimir
said the
I3lOrS. ''The Board of Curators has tocomebybut
indicated a willingness to see that the thegovemer(Mo. Gov. MeICamahan) university will present itself with more
amount be increased once they have has indicated a strong interest in higher clarity, in a physical sense, than it would
had an opportunity to review the education," he said. "I would look for without the property additions.
"It will give the campus a stronger
total master plan," said Driemeier. both support ofthe overall budgetfrom
''Right I1()W, we've requested $12 the govemer and the legislature this physical identity and it will be clearer
by Clint zweifel
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Inside
, Sports
Page 9 features the
Rivermen's soccer
match against Missouri Valley

and Rlverwomen
soccer and volleyball update.

Features
Turn to page 5 for
the weekly spotlight

on faculty. This
week showcases history professor, Andrew Hurley.

where the campus begins and ends,"
he said.
Within the last year, the university has bot.i'ght property in the Hollywood Parle area. That property
includes about fIve homes and 12
duplexes. Most of were rental
prooerty which the university has
continued to lease out
"We boughthomes and tumedit
into rental property where
appropiate, or continued the land as
rental property," said Driemeier.
The university has also purchasedan individual home on Gieger
Rd.
Driemeia said the university
also was interested in Deaconess
Medical North Center, now closed,
on Natural Bridge past South Campus.
''The hospital is most unique in
that it w~ available and the master

See Plan, page 4

Voter Fraud Comes In Different Forms
can occur: through a one party system,
registration and a petition drive.
In a one party system, you have a
Imagine· making hard decisions jurisdiction were one party is dominant
about issues in an election, only to learn ''The danger in this," Wamser said, "is
afterwards that your vote wasn't the good people in that party have to
COUIIted. This is an example of one the hold their noses with the rotten people
many kinds of voter fraud that have . in that party , and try to get things done.
occurred in the history of St Louis You end up with a cheap and rotten
system in terms of the election process.
elections
'The system that govems elections For example, St Louis has had a hunhas been put on
dred years of not
'tilt,' it has been
so proud history of
corrupted," said
election fraud and
abuse."
Jerry Wamser,
Wamser said
former Stlouis
election board
the main abuse
chariman. ''The
comes from absentee ballots.
vote you cast
may not be
These are used by
counted, or may
those who are unbe diluted by
able to make it to
fraudulent
the polls on elecvotes."
tion day, so they
vote using a speWamser visited UM-St.
cial ballotandmail
it in. He says the
Louis on Sept.
problem with this
29, when the
College Repubis there is no security involved.
licans hosted
''The wondertheir fut meetful [bad] people of
ing.HegaveperJerry Wamser
St. Louis send
sonal accounts of
voter fraud in St Louis, a short-fall that people around 10 help others fill out the
application, and later help them vote,"
Wamser feels needs to be stopped.
"I am a Vietnam veteran, and I put he said "Fifty percent of these absenmy life on the line for a free society ,and tee ballots were bogus."
I'm not about to see it corrupted and
Wamser said this percentage of
twisted by wrong-doing people," he people was forced to vote for a particusaid.
lar candidate.
In the process of a petition drive, a
There are three ways voter fraud

by Christopher Sutherland
of The Current staff

October 4, 1993

group of people gather signatures for a
particular issue, and once they collect
SO many signatures, the issue goes on
the voting ballot as a proposition for
people to vote for or against
"Inapetitiondriveforhorseracing,
we found more than 1,500 forged sig-

See Fraud, page 4

10 programs are approved, the univerlege) are being reviewed by Russell.
sity
will have 76 degree programs.
"This campus is growing and developing," UM-Sl Louis Chancellor
Comparatively, UM-Colombiahas
Blanche Touhill said "We have iden- an enrollment of approximately 23,000
tified 10 (degree) programs to meet the students and offers 250 degree pro. needs of the citizenry of the state."
grams. UM- Kansas City has 9,790 stuThe doctoral programs that are dents and offers 133 degree programs.
making their way through the Senate UM-Rolla, with an enrolhnentof5,200
are a doctorate in management and a students, has 75 degree programs.
doctorate in administration of justice.
Samples said there is reason for
Pending approval, master' sdegrees will the differences in the number of degree
be offered in social work, library sci- programs.
"The age isa defInite factor,"
ence, and physical education. A
bachelor's degree in medical technol- Samples said. "Colombia (UM-Co- .
ogy will also be offered.
lombia) is lSOyearsoldascomparedto
Bob Samples, UM-S t Louis direc- us celebrating our 30th anniversary.
tor of communications, said there is no Other factors are included . . . getting
specifIc source, at this time, for where the programs started."
the money will come from to pay for
Touhill identified the proposed dethe added degrees.
grees as needs in the Sl Louis region.
'There isn't a earmark on the bud- Since many UM-St Louis graduates
get as far as the proposed degrees go," end up working in Sl Louis, Touhill
said Samples. "Meaning there isn't a said the university needs to try and
specific designation as to where the accomodate that need.
money will come from to support these
''These programs are based on the
programs."
internal and external need~ l!nalysis,"
The UM-St Louis student body is Touhill said " Each year we ho~ to
composed of 13,(xx) student~, and if all add a little more."

SGA Starts Tradition of
Homecoming Week
by Clint ZWeifel
news editor
Student Government Association
(SGA) p1ans on starting anew tradition
for the campus community Oct 18.
They are sponsoring the fll'st
"Homecoming Week" to nmtheweek
of Oct 18.
DaveRoither, SGA vice-president
and chair of the Homecoming Committee, said he hopes the new tradition
will help bring students together by
enabling them to participate in the same
kind of activities.
"Until I got involved with SGA, I
used to just go to school, go to practice
and go home," said Roither. "People
need a little more than thal TIley need
a social element"
·Monday - School Color Day - all
members of the campus community
are encouraged to wear red and gold
Ther also is a signboard competition
for a compus organizations.
·Tuesday - Volleyball toumemenl
·Wednesday - The University
Program Board is sponsoring VIednesday Noon Live. A band will perform on
campus. SGA is sponsoring a 100 person twister tournament'
·Thursday - Barbeque sponsored
by The Current and Residential Life is
held
·Friday - Gas dress up day.
The Homecoming Dance is from
7:30 p.m. to 11 :30 p.m.
·Saturday - A tailgate party sponsored by the Alumni Association be-

fore the 7:00 p.m. soccer game against
Northeast Missouri State University.
Roither said he is happy with the
way things have worked out for the
committee.
"We have a good committee," he
said. "The people are really motivated.
Half of the fun has been just setting it
up."

~--~----------~

Homecoming Details
Signboards will be
judged 011 Thrusday. They must
be set up in the Commons by
2:00 p.m. The signs will be
judged by the staff asrociatioo
forartisticqualityandrelevance
to Homecoming theme.
The Homecoming
dance and banquetwill be held
atHenrytheEighthHotelfrom
7:30 p.m. to 11:3Op.m. There
will be appetizers and a live
band. Winners of all Homecoming Week contests and
tomnements will beanmunced
and the HomecomingKingand
Queen will be voted on at the

ball.
•
The UM-St Louis
men's soccer team will play
Northeast Missouri State fef'
the 1993 Homecoming game.
The Homecoming Court will
be annonced during half-time.

T"

A Casual Stroll

Photo: Alfie M. Ali

CHANGE OF SEASONS: Barbara Flowers, a uniVersity faculty researcher. reading a copy of The
Currentwhile walking by the "quad" duringthe first week of fall.
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CI,ASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

MISC-=~LANEOUS

Wanted: Reporters and photographers for News, Sports and Features to write and shoot for The
Current. No experience is necessary.
Enthusiasm is required. We provide
everything except your time. There
are also available positions for advertising sales representatives . Hours are
flexible. Call Russ or Mie at553-5183.
L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,
Earn $500-$1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. Fordetails
- RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

AM I PREG NANT ?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.

(

CRISIS
PREGNANCY
CENTER

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
•Immediate results
• Completely confidential
• Can or walk in

725·3150

447·6477

831·6723

227·5111

950 Francis PI.
(St. louis)

2352 HWY 94
(St. Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

510 Baxter Rd
(Ballwln)

24- Hour Phone Service

UMSLNIGHT
' At
.L vnne's .Clothes Store

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the
Hottest Spring Break Destinations, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013 .
GREEKS AND CLUBS. RAISE UP
TO $1000 IN JUST ONE WEEK!
For your fraternities, sororities and
club . Plus $1 ,000 for yourself! And
a free t-shirt just for calling . 1800-932-0528 ext. 75.
Looking for fellowship? Are you
lonely Do you need to talk to
somebody?Then join the Student

Support Group!! First meeting on
Oct. 7, 1993 at "The Summit"
located at University Center from
noon to 1 P.M. Contact John (3854908) for more information .

Book Sale!
Phi Alpha Beta
Is Sponsoring A Used
Book Sale.

~

MISCELLANEOUS

r.--------------------~
The Current Classified Order Form

1':71

EXCELLENT
EX1'RA INCOME NOW1

~

ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600$800 every week
Free DeatHs: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

For Sale I Help Wanted I Personals

FREE FOR

CLASSIFICATION

STUDENTS

TEXT:

Attorney
Carol M Fick - Traffic and General
Practice - com petitive rates - (314)
871-9621

FOR SALE
1980 Mazda RX-7, Red with black
interior. New tires. Runs well and
reliable. Call David. 1-662-2263
before 9 P.M .

csmrrr IRm£.IID)!
lFCID IRQ
Q Q

o

o

fa,. OFFICI: ual QMl.T

IIIU1': .

L ____________________ U
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

PARK GLEN ECHO TOWNHOUSES
1 Bedroom starts at $285. All
Appliances . w/w Carpet. On
Site Management. AIC, Gas
Heat. Spiral Staircase . Parking, Laundry. 2550 LUCAS &
HUNT. 385-0728

PERSONALS
Federko's, Thursday?
Seat Belt

ft

L-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

20% DISCOUNT WITH UMSL ID
SPECIAL HOURS 5-8 PM
THUR OCT 7TH AND
THUR OCT 14TH
3445 NATURAL BRIDGE

385-0430

1rrnr~

lL£rn.®~~'1r

All Proceeds
Will Benefit

'1'WISq'£~ ~W~Jill'1r

The George

1])] ~ ITW~rn. ~~ g

Rawick Award

(History Honor
Society Award)

IT Jill

'jf

15%-0ISCOUNTWITH -,
I
THIS COUPON
I
I (FOR ALL STUDIOUS I
I
STU DENTS)
I
I -UMSL 1 8oR. TWN I

I _CL;SA:~~~PAE~pus I
I -CLOSE TO LlGHTRRIL I
I -CLOSE TO NORTH OAKS I
I SHOPP I NG CENTER I
I -CLOSE TO RLL YOUR I
I
NEEDS
I
I 2550 LUCRS & HUNT I
385-0128
L ________
~
,.

CHRISTMAS

rnr ~

1r@
Wl1lill@ @lIT1r lID@
1r lIT ill.lill '1r@
IP£®~

8

410

REA

K

S

LODGING • LIFTS • PARTIES· PICNICS' TAXES

JANUARY 2·16,1994 • 5,6 or 7 NIGHts ~

BEDDING "
\ SOLD IN SETS '

NEEDED: HEALTHY MALES
Non-smokers ages 18 - 40 to participate in evaluations of pharmaceutical
products seeking FDA approval. Evaluations include staying at the Gateway
Medical Research clinic facility at 116 North Main Street, in 51. Charles, for two
separate 24-hour periods. During that time, you will be asked to furnish ~all
blood and/or urine samples. To qualify, you must be on no drugs or medications, have no history of serious disease or medical problems, and be of a normal
height/Weight ratio. Free lab work and physical exam are included. TypIcal
compensation is about $300 per project. Projects may take place during weekdays or weekends.

For more information, call 946-2110 from 5 -9 p.m. Sunday - Thursday,

OfREE I/2 DAY
LIFT TICKET!
MUsr BOOK B\< lOllS

~
.1l~~

TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

"800'SUNCHASE

PEACE
CORPS
International Career Opportunities
Activities In St. Louis Oct. 4-8

TRESTLE WOOD r~T~ I
TABLE WITH 4 ~HAIRS I CHEST I
I 112 PRICE I
I
toIL I

I I~ ' ~411..!~~!IIaliiri:
iNIGHTSTAND
r----- ------'1 112 PRICE
t::l!~~~ Mlny Bedroom.

IDINETTE
.

will cllGDlftCICUpcM

$139 11 MIlt:.~bdIa

L: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ J

-

.

I

, c..,.,.. _1'IodoIIo.J
~-----

Monday, Oct. 4 ...•. Washington University
Film Show 7 PM -- Mallinckrott Center, Lambert Lounge
Tuesday, Oct. 5 •.... St. Louis University
Info Table-- 10 AM- 2 PM Busch Memorial Center
Wednesday, Oct. 6....... U.M.·St. Louis
Info Table-- 10 AM-3 PM -- Univ. Center Lobby
Thursday, Oct. 7 ...... Washington University
Info Table --10 AM - 3 PM Mallinckrott Center
Friday, Oct. 8 ...... Harris Stowe College
Info Table-- 10 AM - 2 PM -- Outside Cafeteria

To a-"o.. From .

D/6Count,dl

For More Information, call
935-4653 or 800-255-4121
(Saint Louis)

(Kansas City)

ED~·' .~~~~______~
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from the editorial staff
Political AgeJ.ldas Shouldn't

Dictate Humanitarian Efforts
by Alfie M. All
of The Current staff

"... By bringing the rigors of
military and political analysis to
every UN. peace mission."
This was part of the speech by
President Bill Clinton seven days
ago, when he told the United Nations to limit its peace-keeping activities around the world. He also
promised the United States' involvementin future peace-keeping
missions would depend on the
United Nations having "a clear p0litical strategy."
I ask you to imagine the substance of this speech, if put into
effect, also being grounds for other
countries such as the
now-united Germany, Japan and
France to begin limiting their support of
peace related missions sanctioned by
the members of the
United Nations.
" ... A clear po- .
litical strategy" is the
criteria for the future, befory any
nation should commit a small portion of its forces toward enforcing
the peace in certain hot-spots
around the globe. What if Great
Britain finds its unable to align
itself with this "clear political
strategy?" Worse still, what if the
British are not the only "militarily
capable" member of the United
Nations to fmd itself on the other
side of this political blueprint?
Having to accept a political stance
might result in halving an otherwise formidable force of peacekeeping troops.
We.mustnotconsidt-.r political
when ·lives of innocent
people are at stake. We must not
find it necessary to compare political agendas before committing
ourselves to a "PEACE-KEEPING" mission. If, today, the United
Nations was to withdraw its peacekeeping personnel from Somalia,
the people would be plunged back
into a spiral of anarchy. Since December, about 3,000 innocent
people have died in Somalia. This
number is far lower than it would
be if the peace-keeping personnel
were absent.
The one reason there is such a
high number of troops from various nations committed to United
Nations activities is the only inducement needed by leadyrs until
today were humanitarian ones. I
remember hearing leaders shout
with emotion against the violence.
Words like "And this affront to the
rights of the population must not
continue. Enough have perished ..
." echoed from all comers. Are the

asPects

\.

,
·n,",

'j

.,

days of risking political popularity to
save a few lives behind us? Do rescue workers around the world risk
their lives only for members of the
same political wing?
In the same speech; Clinton
promised that the United States .
would "remain engaged" and "lead"
ill JXlst- Cold War affairs. Is it the
intention of the United S tates to edge
the United Nations away from intervening in an area where women and
children are threatened, simply because of a possible loss of support
back home?
This speech by Clinton comes
after lengthy disputes with Congress
on United States intervention in foreign
conflicts. namely
Somalia. Senate
Republican Leader
Bob Dole had said
"We must avoid
adopting the United
Nations agenda whether in Somalia, in Bosnia, in
Haiti,orelsewhere-whenitdoesnot
meet our standards and principles."
If the United States were to start
"backing-off'
from
other
"struggles," where human rights are
at stake, then it should be willing to
give up its lead position in global
concerns as well as its veto power
and its seat on the U.N. Security
Council. I find it hard to believe that
no other nation is willing or able to
take up the charge of defending human rights and the risks that might
result from that commitment of its
resources.
I hope because its agenda does
not nm parallel, the United States
will not think of standing in the way
of future United Nations missions,
such as the one undertaken in Somalia
Where the lives of children are
concerned (Muslims, Christians or
Jews) there is no political agenda.
Under any system of modem gov·emment, those lives are equal and
infinitely valuable. Toooften we have
seen footage and photographs of
masses slain byforces interested only
in chaos. I have seen many shots of
bloated children starving in faraway
lands, which I doubt I will ever visit,
with names sometimes too difficult
to pronounce. But these innocents
are within reach and I would have
found those photos more bearable if .
there was someone with that child,
lending nutrition and medical attention. TIlat someone would be wearing a blue arm band with the letters
''U.N.'' on it
They would be so much easier to
look at.

Letters in response to the Sept. 27 editorial "'Sensitives'
Bring Thought Control to University."
Dear editor,
I know that yours is a student paper, and little should be expected of it
in regards to truly interesting and enlightening reading. That's why Clint
Zweifel should feel ashamed of himself for transcending the natmallimits
of college jownalism with his editorial
'''Sensitives' Bring Thought Control to
University." Not only did I find this
piece difficult to scoff at, but Mr.
Zweifel addressed virtually every issue that left me seething after reading
the front page story on this painting
controversy nonsense. Maybe I, too,
am guilty of being "sensitive," as I
actually feel embarrassed for these socalled "politically correct" nuts who,
in their "liberal" extremism, take conservatism to knew heights.
Referring to the re-hanging of the
painting, the Associated Black Collegians (ABC) president Nicholas Wren
remarked, "It would just confirm the
racist nature 6f this institution, regardless of the artist being an AfricanAmerican." Double-take! Robert
Colescott is black?! Why, that racist
bastard! He must hate his own people,

right?
I took the liberty of interviewing
l.B. White, the president of the ~
ciated White Collegians (AWC), a
smdent orgaruzation that has so far
been tragically under-represented in
the coverage of this controversy. He
told me that the AWC stands with the
ABC in being "100 percent behind"
(the times) the removal of the artwork
in question. "Of course, I think ' it's
racisL It's simply un-American. Any
self-respecting white citizen would be
intensely offended at the image of one
of his brethren holding a pregnant
black woman's -hand. The idea alone
makes my bowels move ... ahem ...
You wouldn't have any toilet paper,
would 'ja?" Would sandpaper do, LB.?
Argh. I think that everyone should
shut up for a moment and focus their
(however weak) mental energies to
the task of accepting that life isn't
always exactly how you expect it to
be--which is why it's generally worth
putting up with. Having done that, go
take a second look at the painting ...
that's what art is.
Hunter Brumfield
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NEWS

Plan from page 1

CanlPUS CriIne
9/23/93
A person reported a broken window on her vehicle. The incident
occured on the South Campus MetroLink parking lot between the hours of
6:30 p.m. and 11:30 pm.
9/29/93
A juvenille was taken into custody after police were notified that
three juvenilles had been roaming Clark Hall. The others were not caught
9/27/93
A student reported that his amplifier was stolen from his vehicle
while it was parked on West Drive at about 3:35 p.m.

HILLCREST APARTMENTS

planners indicated that ir would be very
appropriate for the university to have
an interest in it," he said.
The residents of Normandy,
though, are interested in seeing the site
turned back into a hospital. The nearest
hospital ro Normandy is Christian
Northeast
"We have taken the position that if
the old hospital property be opened as
an acute care hospital, which is what
the community seems to want as a

highest priority, that we would not bid
against the doctor group or investment
groupthalis trying to accomplish that," .
said Driemeier.
He said the university still is interested in the property, though.
If they are WlSuccessful for any
reason, and we certainly don't wish
that, we would have to re-evaluate how
the hospital fits into our plarts," said
Driemeier.
Driemeier said the university is

COMPLETE AUTO
SERVICE

If Space, Affordability and Conveniece are what you are looking for. ..
Look No Further.
Hillcrest offers spacious 1 and 2 bedroom apartments at rates no one can
beal. . Just minutes from MetroLink, Downtown, the Airport and Shopping.

·PHONE524-6568

Bernie's Auto Service, Inc.
1190 SOUTH FLORISSANT ROAD
NORMANDY (COOL VALLEY). MO 63121

CALL US TODAY FOR OUR SPECIAL RENTAL
RAT ES (FOR NEW RESIDENTS ONLy) WHEN / H'll
A partments
""'\
1 crest
4625 S an Diego Ave.
SIGNING A ONE-YEAR LEASE 381-3530
Maru..ttd by 1'l:Jc Barr Groo.p, P.C. Offer $lI.bjca to ~ without notice
\ S1. Louis Mo. 63121../

ROAD & TOWING SERVICE
VISA & MASTER CHARGE CARDS HONORED

IDEAL FOR FACULTY AND STAFF

Q uestion :
How do you gel a job without experience?
How do you get experience without a job?
Answer:
C ooperative Education
The advantage in today's competitive job market

DWIGHT'S AUTO SERVICE
MUFFLERS AND BRAKES

?
•

Cooperative Education is a program that provides you with
degree-related employment opportunities while attending
school. Learn while you earn !

Phone: 522-90449
. . GHEST QUAL.JTY PARTS
AHD WOfUUIAHSHIP AT
"~.LI! P"ICES

Student Housing
Driemeier said apartments will be
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS
developed in the first phase of the master plan that will house about 500 students. He said the university plans on
entering a partnership with a private
developer to build the apartments and
then manage them for the length of the
contract signed. When the contract is
up, the apartments will be ~
•. .. Needs PROGRAM ASSISTANTS and RELIEF STAFF tot':;:' solely by the university.
..1 provide direct assIstance to individuals with autism/
I:':;;;
He said UM-St Louis will still
have input in the management, wIllIe
. 1developmental disabilities in residential settings in St. .
. 1 Louis City and County. Fixed of flexible pan-time hours 1.1;': the contract is still in effect
'The university will have somesay
.. ..J available; early morning, evening, overnights and week- r:":1'
in
the
management, so that it is built
.' 1 ends. Training is provided. Ideal for students. Caring,
and managed within the context of the
.· 1 interested persons can send resume to: Personnel Manager, j ::[:!:; university rules and regulations," said
I 2388 Sc~uetz Rd., AS7, St. Louis Mo. ti3146-1'1:': Driemeier.
. l.!r call Llta, 432-8845 to request an application.
-1.:
In addition to the student housing,
Driemeier
said the master planners of
.~ .~ ~~~~~- : -:.~ ·~ · ~~:~~n.m.lY:i !;i·
Sasaki Associates have housing exEXHAUST. 8AAJCE SPECIAUSTS
GEPfE"AL AUTOMOTIYE SERVICE.

,r. '~~II~II." 11

Experience the future ...
Experience the adv antage ...
• Par t Time
• Full Time alternatin g semesters
• Summer internships

Care er Placement S ervices is a 'fUll service" office
serving your career needs throughout college and after you
graduate
For mo re infomlation, contact:
Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall
553-5 111

1617 S. Florissant
St.. Loui •• MO 63121

interested in buying a small piece of
land from Normandy Junior High. He
said-there are several things that buying
the junior high would allow the university to do.
"We're thinking of purchasing a
sliver of land form Normandy Junior
High, which will allow us to align our
east campus drive a little more easily
with our south property and will make
the grade coming up the hill a little
easier," said Driemeier. ''Fwther, it
will allow us to save a good clump of
mature trees."
Driemeier said he spoke with the
superintendent of the school.
''There has been 00 commitment
from him . except his willingness to .
look at a proposal when we make one,"
he said
Driemeier also said the university
plarts open speaking with the owners of
the Child Care center of Our Lady. He
said in the past, they have expressed
interest in moving the center.
He said it is irllportant to remember
that additions of property to the campus is on a long-tenn basis.
"This is a long-term project,
Driemeier said 'We don't want to
push people out.of property that they
don't want to sell. Ourplarts don't call
for the use of the right of eminent
domain."

8:00-7:00 M!f
8:00-5:00 Wffh/F

!:l;

fi!::

.

-_.. . ..

_---

Why not leave the driving to us?
We specialize in charters for any size group you can put together bachelor
and bachelorette parties, fraternity, and sorority outings, sporting
events,bar hops, etc. Call your friends and reserve your bUs early.
( Mention this ad and receive a $4 discount to Hermann! )

CALL LAIDLAW TRANSIT 776'· 6044
AND ASK FOR THE CHARTER DEPARTMENT

pansion in mind that will hold anywhere from 10 to 20 percent of the
student population. To accomplish that,
UM-St LOuis is thinking of converting
the Education Office Building and the
School of Optometry ro student dorms.
Even though there could be a large
increase of students who live on campus, Driemeier said he does not think
there will be a significant increase in
student enrollment But he said the
univemty does hope for a minor increase.
"UM-St LouiS will always be a
commuter campus, but that doesn't
mean we should not try to be attractive
to others who want to come here," said
Driemeier. ''We would like to see the
campus return to the level of about
13,000 srudents. Weare down to a little
less than 12,<XX) students, so I would
like to see that growth."

Fraud from page 1
natures, including my own," said

Wamser.
RegislI31ionis the processonemust
go through to be added to the list of
qualified voters. This can be done in
person or through the mail. Wamser
said that because this process can be
done through the mail, St Louis suddenly gets a large population increase
during election time.
"One of the biggest games I've
broken up is once there was a single car
garage that had 25 people registexed
out of it ," Wamser said.
He believes that now is an important time for young people to get involved in and stay alert to politics
because their insight and enthusiasm is
important to maintaining a free election process.
"Srudents of all persuasions
should be active and involved This
brings enormous energy and idealism
to a system that can get cynical and
stuffy."

ARA from page 1
about the position. He said this is the
first year for the position. He said there
was a black woman who doubled as a
cashier and helped with some stocking
duties last year, but she had 110 real
administrative duties. Lutgen said using a cashier as a stockperson was a
way of temporarily filling the position
1ll1til afull-tiine person could be hired.
'There had been some confusion
about the position because we never
had a daytime supervisor before: said
Lutgen. 'The reason she was promoted
was that she had the most seniority, the
most experience of how the program
runs," he said
Donna Covett, intake manager at
the Missouri Commission on Hwnan
Rights, would not comment on the
care specifically. She said that once a
complaint is filed it usually takes about
eight to .eighteen months before the
complaint is 'investigated.

APARTMENT
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RENT
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T~elest ~neSaIe ill~It~ ,~~ ~Ian~ in ~c~~laIs~i,s
.
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"Know When To ~alWhen@" Poster [ompetition
"illuminating"poster ideas that communicate a message

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week, Scholarships

oj personal responSibility abou.t alcohol. So, ~Tab an
entry tOlm and enlighten us with your creatiVity.

are I,mderwritten by Anhel1ser'Susch,
Contest ends December 17, 1993.

postel concepts.
Nineteen scholarships will he awarded. The grand nliIe is

All entries must be accompanied by an oHicial entry jonn,

.

YOU may obtain aform and acomplfte set 01 offiCii'
competition rultS at:

~_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---'_

be ~iven to the winner's school. Two runnels up will

eachreceive ~r, ooo, Sixteen third place winners will
be awarded 1500 each.

or write to "Know When To Say When" Poster

647-3731
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This competition is being held in conjunction with

$5,000 for the bri~htest idea, Amatching grant wi

2 BEDROOM
' 1 BATH
LMNGROOM
DININGROOM
ONLY $285 PER
MONTH
.LOCATED NEAR
SCHOOL
2102 BELLEVUE
FOR MORE INFO
CALL
..

....

,Tha.t's right, we're paying big bucks for the most

Drawing ability won't beafactor In determining the best

Are You Ready
To Do The rrwist?
On Wednesday,
October 20, 100
Participants Will .
Make University
History By Be~ng Part
Of The First
UM-St. Louis 'Twister
Tournament

Comprtition, 1000 Geyer Avenue, St. louis, MO 631°4, .
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Studying Abroad Not An Impossible Dream
by Dana Cook
features editor
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Flyers offering the fun and excitement of studying abrooo have caught
the attention of almost everyone on
campus.
And, almost everyone dismisses
those flyers thinking, "Yeah,right, who
can afford that?" But believe it or not
there are students who get the opportunity to study abroad, and after talking
to one of those lucky few, it seems
easier than one might think.
Senior Jennifer Saunders is back
for her first semester at UM-St Louis
after spending a year studying in Lyon,
France. Saunders got the opportunity
to go after she looked into what the
flyer offered. .
"I saw a flyer, one of those study
abroad flyers. I was interested in it and
thought,'Well why not,' and I applied
and got it. I found out in February
before I left in September of '92,"
Saunders said.
After applying with the Center for
International Studies, Saunders said she
had to get recommendations from
teachers and write an essay explaining
why she wanted to go.
"I went because I am a French
major. I felt it was the only real way to
learn a language. I mean you can learn
alot through classes here at UMSL, but
I
BON RETOUR DE VOYAGE!: Jennifer Saunders said during her stay - wanted to experience the culture more
in France she started dreaming and thinking in French almost constantly. than anything else," Saunders said.
Lack of money is what would stop
She said sometimes she has problems speaking in English now that she
most students from even considering
is back.
studying abroad. But Saunders, who is
attending UM-St Louis via a talent
scholarship, said it isn't as difficult to
go as it appears. After finding out she
was accepted to go, Saunders received
a $500 scholarship from the Center for
International Studies and a $1500
scholarship from the Sister Cities
Committee. Lyon and S~Louis are
who
was
last
year's
Sig
Tau
president
by Stacy Kardasz
sister
cities and the committee raises
and
UM-StLouis'
Greek
Man
of
the
-of "]:he CUffent'Statf
....... ,
Year. Nick Karabas, current president money every November for a student
The men of Sigma Tau Gamma of the Sig Taus, attributed the success to have the opportunity to study in
recently celebrated their 25th anniver- of the event to the large number of Lyon. The talent scholarship, which
pays Saunders' tuition here, also paid
sary wlth -a party called ''25 Years on alumni that participated.
for her tuition at Jean Moulin III, the
'The
reason
why
the
25th
celTop." The party, which took place on
school
she attended in France.
Friday, Sept 24, was held in honor of ebration was so overwhelming was
"You
get a lot of help," Saunders
the quarter of a century that the Sigma because we saw the alumni realizing
is a lot of money to be
said.
'There
Tau Gamma fraternity has been on their fraternity experience even 25 years
there.
Its just a matter of
found
out
later," Karabas said.
campus.
finding
it"
SGA president and Sigma Tau
A large number of those attending
Saunders said she took French all
the function were alumni, some of Gamma member Andy Masters said
four
years in high school and tested into
whom were charter members of the he thought the main goal of a fraternity
the 101' level course when she started
fraternity. More than 10 former presiSee Sig Tau, page 8 school here. But, French wasn't
dents attended, including Rick Striller,

Saunders' first choice for her major.
"I was a political science major. I
was going to do their law program here,
where you go three years here and three
years in Kansas City, and at one point
my advisor said, 'You don't have any
more time to take French classes,' and I
said, 'Well, maybe I'll change my major,''' Saunders said.
ButSaundersdicin'thave to give up
her interest in political science either.
She is working on a certificate for International Studies that requires a lot of
political science courses. With her degree, Saunders said she would like be an
interpreter for an international company
and then maybe go back to school to get
her teaching certificate.

Sig Tau Celebrates
Quarter Of A Century

The SaropJes
by Eric Pherigo
of The Current Staff
The modem rock saviors have

come.
The Samples, freshofftheirstint
with arguably the Summer's best
tour, the H.OR.DE. festival, have

released a new album.
"The Las t Drag," The Samples'
new studio album (relea...<;ect Sept
21) is a collection of revitalized
sounds that so unpretentious it is
scary. The Samples, who call
Boulder, Colorado home, are what
music should be - real and

are

untainted.

'The Last Drag" is the band's
third release on the small indy label,
WAR.?, "Underwater People," a
collectiorr of live and studio tracks,
and "No Room" have sold over
100,00 copies, an unprecedented
amount for an indy distributor. The
SarnpJesfirstalbum, which was self-

titled and originally released on a
rnajor label will be re-released on
W.AR.? in November.
The Samples' best attrIbute is
their laid-back approacb to life,
whether it be music or personally.
This wac; evident in a talk with bassist
Andy Sheldon. He is a simple, yet
intelligent man who looks at the
world with one big eye.
This summer The Samples took
partin theH.OR.DE. festival along
with other bands, such as Allgood,
Blues Traveler and another band
from Boulder, Big Head Todd and
the Monsters. Sheldon said be
thought the tour was super.
"To me it was a lot like summer
vacation. Although we had more
days off than we were used to, only
playing three or four days a week, it
was great," Sheldon said. "We hung
out with a lot of people and learned
a lot"
Now they are heading out on
their own tour, that will take them
through the Heartland, which is a
theme that runs through "Last Drag."
This album is another step in The
Samples sonic repertoire.
''I'm really happy with this al- .
bum," Sheldon said. "We recorded
it earlier this year and then took a
month off and came back later to
mix it This made everything fresh."
The thing that has made The
Samples so popular is their constant
touring, which has led to a word-ofmouth advertisement for the band.
This was evident when they played
to a nearcapaciry crowd on Sept 23,

See Samples, page 8
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Dorm Doings
While in Lyon, Saunders lived in

the dorm, which allowed her to experience things that most tourists wouldn't
get to see. The dorm at the school where
she went sounds more like a resort hotel
than a dorm. The dorm at UM-St Louis,
which used to be a convent, must have
seriouslypaledincomparison. Saunders
said the dorm had a cinema, a gym, a
weight room and a music room. She
said about 350 to 400 students lived in
the dorm and they threw party's every
week. Saunders got a taste ofFrench life
on a personal, non-commercial level
through the friends she made while
slaying in the dorm.
'There were only six Americans
living in the dorm. So, the friends we
made were French friends who would
invite us home for the weekend, or
invite us on a trip with them," Saunders
said. "One time, we had a international
party where everybody hoo to bring
some food or dish from their country.
We just had a hotplate, so our cooking
was very limited. We broughtpancakes.
They have crepes in France, but they're
oot reaIly pancakes, and.we brOUghHl
jar of peanut butter. Theyallagreedthar
it (peanut butter) was too heavy,"
Saunders said.
The French students didn't forget
about American holidays when it came
time for these parties, Saunders said. In
November, the dorm students had a
party with Thanksgiving as a theme.
'They had these flyers with Uncle
Sam saying, "I want you," and they put
them all over campus. The attendance
prize was precooked turkeys and everyone agreed that the Americans should

: ;"

City,

N"S.

.My addiction is: Coffee. lam
dependen t on coffee. .
.. .
.t .went to college at: Johhs
Hopkins in Baltimore and
Northwestern University . .
Favorite college memory is:
The experience of working
on the college newspaper. It
..

~

.

- " . ".

. . .... .

-

.

a change-up,

win these turkeys. They told us, 'Go
and have your Thanksgiving dinner
together, ,,, Saunders said. "It was neat
that they respected the fact that we
wanted to celebrate our holidays too,
and they helped in an y way they could
to make that possible."

Family Life
French families impressed
Saunders. She said in the states families always seem to be in too much of
a hurry to sit down and have meals
together, but in France families find
time to eat a meal together.
"It helped me from being homesick when they would invite me over
and I'd get to have dinner with a
family. I tried to help, since I was
eating there. I would do dishes or help
with the cooking. So, I learned how to
cook a lot of French food, " Saunders
said. ''French food is a lot richer than
American food and they pay a lot of
attention to the presentation of their
food.
"I went with one of my friends to
Marseille for Christmas, and I spent
Christmas in the south of France with
them. It's neat to see an actual family
setting and how they celebrate a holi-

a lot more lenient when it comes to
tests," Saunders said.

Homeward Bound
While in France, Saunders said she
tried not to let herself get too homesick.
"I kept reminding myself that this
was the only time I was going to get to
do this. I may as well just live it up and
I'll be home before I know it, wishing
I were back in France," Saunders said.
While she was there, Saunders did
miss a few things from home.
"All year, I would say I'm going to
have this to eat when I get home and
I'm going to do this when I get home.
When I got home I had jet lag for
starters, and it was really hard to readjust," Saunders said. "I would look
around the kitchen for something to
eat! was soused to French food and so
spoiled that there wasn't anything I
really wanted."
Saunders came home this summer,
and was surprised by the first thing she
noticed when she got back to St Louis
- the humidity.

"Immeasurable

Things"
Classes and Classmates
Saunders said classes were hard to
get used to at first, but the French
students helped make it a little easier.
Her course load was heavy in the
liberal arts area, such as Greek History
and Roman History.
Almost all French students take
English as a requirement in their studies, Saunders said. She said they were
always ready to practice speaking English with her and always ready to help
her with French.
_. "When you're in a rench 1ecture .
and the professor says maybe even
oneword that you're not familiar with,
it can really throw you off for ten
minutes, if not the whole class,"
Saunders said. "But people in my class
knew I was American so if I got stuck
they would say 'Oh,here's my notes.'"
According to Saunders, the tests
in France were different because there
was no room for opinions in her answers, like we find here.
"I fmd my classes in America are

If! wasn't professor I'd be: A
journalist of a short-order
cook in a diner.
My favorite baseball team is:
· Until this year the New York
Mets.
My most .tragicchildhood
memory is: When my
grandmother stolemy paci~
fief when I was three years
old. I was so upset. What got
me was they said it was lost
and they couldn it find it.
anywhere, and then what my
grandmotherclid was she took
· it. I remember being in a crib
andldidn 't see her take it but
she obviously took it and
rubbed it in soine dirt and
said, ".I found this one in the
· comer of the room, do you
want thisT
The one thing I'venever been
able to do is: Tie knOts.
. My hobby is: Playing guitar. .
The organ ization~ I be!()Dg~d
to in college were: . Young
Democrats and the college
newspaper.
What three historical figures
would you take to a deserted island: Groucho

Saunders' bubbly personality
makes her a delightful person to talk to,
and her small frame and girlish face
makes it hard for one to imagine this
"little girl" being able to make it on her
own so far away from home.
But Saunders said her experience
in France forced her grow so much
more and gave her a better understandingofstudentsstudyingherefromother
countries.
When asked what the one big thing
was she learned from her experience,
,Sauna.ers goes back to PJance in her
mind with a bittersweet look on her
face.
'Tm a lot more independent It's a
nice feeling to get by on myown. In any
situation, I can handle it," Saunders
said. "I have a completely different
outlook now on people from other
countries, on international relations, a
better knowledge of the language ...
immeasurable things."
Call the Center for International
Studies for information on studying
abroad.

Mm, Albert EiIistein and .
Catheririethe .Great..

The historical ·event · that I
would
have
like to wik
.
.

. nesSed: I've always been
. fascinated by the idea of .
Cities burning, so probably
.. the Grea.tChicago Fire; .
The thing about me that
would surprise most ·
people is: How compul. . . sive I am about time. . . .
The most dangerous thing .
thathap~ned to me in ·
the Pastyear was when: I
wasaccu~¢6fbeingadrug

trafficker inBolivia by two
policebfficers, who were
interested in extorting
money from me. Fortunatdy I Was prepared. I had
a1etter frommy department ·
saying I was in Boliviaon ..
official business and that I
sh·~.u!d be . extended any ··
couJ.1c3i~saD.d immecliately

..

when they saw that, they
said they had made a mistake and were very sorry. I .
had these visions of spend~ .
ing the rest of my life in a
Bolivian jail.

HClC\ SO~fTt"aI&- To ( ltcWOal.
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DIRECTIONS: Following are the descriptions of 20 games, Nam~ the games-and win!

J. Put hotels on large portions of Atlantic City.

2. Remove plastic organs with tweezers.
3. Fit geometric shapes into holes before "plunger" pops up.
4. Roll dice and <lssemble <In insect.
5, Satiate water cows craving for marbles.
6. Make w?y through confectionery landmarks.
7. Get a job, have kids, and drive a car.
R. Gyrate on <I m?t with colored dots, hut don't fall down.
9. Shout out a letter and a number and hope for a Hit, not a Miss .

•

~

41 " ..• not with but a whimper."
Where one might
43 Return on investstudy Andy Warhol's
ment (abbr.)
works (3 wds.)·
44 Pondered
Enrollment into
45 Belonging to Mr.
college
Starr
"Calcu1us Made Sim- 47 Part of tne classiple," e.g. (2 wds.)
fieds (2 wds.) ,
Evaluate
48 Possible place to
Extremely small
study abroad (2 wds)
FollOW's a recipe
'S2 Small school in Candirection
ton, Ohio (2 wds.)
BelOnging to Mr,
53 Orson Welles film
Paeino
classic (2 wds.)
Of I and measure
Meets a poker bet
CK)~
Gay(WW II
plane)
1 Those who are duped
Capri, e.g,
2 "Do unto - , . , "
Belonging to Mayor
3 Fourth estate
Koch
4 Goals
Irritate or
5 Well-known record
embitter
label
Train for a boxing
6 Well-known king
match
7 151 to Caesar
---- and the
8 Prefix meaning milk
Belmonts
9 Confused (2 wds.)
Process ions
"
10 ---- husky
Diet supplement
11 Host immediate
(abbr.)
,
12 Like a sailboat
Scottish historian 13 CIISi'lr!9ister key
and philosopher
(2 wds.)
College in Green14 En -'- (as a whole)
vtlle. PI.
15 Auto racing son of
The Venerable ---Richard Petty

ACROSS

II

If-,.

Edward Jul ius

12
14

16
17
18

19
22
23

24
26
27
28
'30

31
32
35
38
39
40

what's
in

19 Political disorder
cit. (footnote
abbreviation)
21 Traveled on
Flexible Flyer
24 Glorify
25 Prospero's servant
in "The Tempest"
28 Well-known government agency
29 American league
team (abbr.)
30 Fictional hypnotist
32 Style exemplif1ed
by Picasso
33 "She's " .. "
(from "Flashdance")
34 Be unwell
35 Visible trace
35 Think
37 Woman's undergannent
38 Cornnft --kiri
40 bYrner
42 • ... for if I ---away ••• "
44 Actress Gibbs
46 African antelope
47 Well-known TV bandleader
49 Pince-(eyeglass type)
SO 1968 film. "---Statton Zebra"
51 1965 film. "---Ryan's Express·
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1O.
11.
12.
13.
14,

Press levers to get all your balls on your opponent's side.
Keep the kid from falling into the frozen pond.

I,'s like Tiddly Winks with insects and trousers.
Hook wgether a long string of simians,
(0
Do good things and climb up, do bad things and slide down.
15. Basis for bad movie with multiple enJings,
16, Open the door and hope you don't end up with a geek,
1i, Flip small plastic disks into giant rotating orifice,
18, Build a Rubc-Goldbergesque contraption to catch a rodent.
19, Throw beanbags at Tlc-Tac-Toe board,
20, Land on another person's piece to send them back home, then maniacally press the
Pop-O.Matie bubble,

t
ALWAYS LATE
w~y t#I

FOR CLASS?!

ILL Jusr P£
@9UONA6LY
ABSEN'f!

America's Inexpensive Way
To Call Someone Collect:"
Dial it instead of "0" and save up to 44%,

For long diBt811Ge collect calls, Vs. AT&T operator dialed 3 min, int.erstat.e call,
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Samples from page 5
at Mississippi Nights. The crowd was
active as usual.
"Sl. Louis is one of our favorite
places to play and I'm not just saying
that," Sheldon said. "The crowds are
always active here, and they are into
the music."
It's hard not to be into the music
when one hears The Samples play
"Nature" or "Still Water" and especially the incredible "Underwater

People."
Whelher it's drumm er Jeff
Macnicholandhisawesomedrumming
or Al Laughlin and his crowd surfing or
even Sean Kelly and his Neil Younglike voice, The Samples are fun and
free. "Last Drag" is an inspired collection of music that is fun and free also.
While the album has many influences,
the one common thread running through
it is sincerity.

Featured This Week:
Litmarl

'Wq 94~ 7;{I JHk <£7!{'YT;{B·
INTERPRETING DREAMS FOR SELF
AWARENESS
LAUREL FULLER
VICE PRESIDENT, SCHOOL OF MET APHYSICS
TEACHES YOU TO ANALIZE YOUR DREAMS FOR
PERSONAL INSIGHT INTO YOUR LIFE.
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 6. 1993. 7-8 P oM. 211 Clark Hall

iI

by Amy Weicht
of The Current staff
Every now and thell I take a fe.w
minutes to scan the flyers some poor
soul has trampled all over campus to
post up. There's one organization on
campus who I can honestly say has one
very dedicated poor soul. You would

U~·

NA TIO~AL COLLEGE
FUNDING SERVICES, INC.

have to be blind not" to have seen the
flyers for the strange unknown creature
they call Liunag.
If you haven't seen the flyers asking for submissions to Litmag, you had
to have seen the flyers all over campus
last week advertising the Open Mike
Night sponsored by the same creature.
If by chance you've never seen any of
the above, have no fear that's why rm
here.
Lilmag is a student organization
that gathers students poetry, fiction or
anything elseansy to put ina magazine
they publish once a year. They are a
not-far-profit organization that gets its
funding from the university and then
kicks in whatever money they make
from the sales of the magazine.
"It's an annual publication that is

21 AND OLDER PLEASE ·
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1750 S. FIOflssant Road

We Provide Higher Education I
Loan Plan Commitments Up To I
The Cost Of Education, As De- I
: fined By The School Regardless I
Of Your Income Or Assets. ~

MAJOR CREDIT CARD

St. Louis, MO 63121

REQUIRED

(314) 521-3337
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U-SAVE
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L ------------Our goal as a company is to ensure that no child wishing to receive a roUege
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education will be turned away due to lack of proper funding.

CALL KURT OR JIM
7250A Natural Bridge 63121 (314) 385-2044
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Vinyl T~, Complete Paint
Frame Stn1Ight.nlng A.S.E. certIed
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The Twister Tournament
Is Open To Both Faculty
And Students And Will
Take Place In
The University Commons
At Noon On
Wednesday October, 20.
You Can
Participate As ·
Either A Player Or Judge.

Serving S-t.Louis ' Best Mexican, BBQ,
Salads, Seafood
And Burgers.
Plus Over 20 Different Margaritas
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OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

THE LEARNING/WORKING ENVIRONMENT ON
CAMPUS
Maintaining a hospitable learning/working
environment for each student, faculty and staff member
to develop his/her fullest potential is the responsibility
of everyone at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
The learning/ working environment includes the
policies, procedures, decisions, habits, values, attitudes
and practices that compose campus life. The campus
environment seriously impacts the ability of the University to recruit African Americans, other minority and
female students, faculty and staff.
How one perceives UM-St Louis depends upon
her/his experiences on campus. According to an American Council on Education (ACE) publication, Minorities
on Campus: A Handbook/or EnhancinK Diversifyj the
majority of Caucasian university students are often
unaware of the challenges faced by African Americans.
"In a survey of one urban campus, 76 percent of African
American students, but only 36 percent of the white
students, thought that discrimination against African
Americans was still a problem on campus.
The study also revealed that 71 percent of the
African American students thought the Caucasian
graduates of that institution had a better chance of
getting the job of their choice, while 34 percent of the
Caucasian students held this opinion. This difference in
perception i~ significant. Caucasian students, faculty
and staff often do not see the environment in the same
way as minority individuals."
If you have an idea to enhance the campus climate ,
environment for Mrican Americans, other minorities
andlor women, please call the OFFICE OF EOUAL
OPPORTUNITY (OEO) at 553-5695 or visit us at 414
WOODS HALL.

to be scared. There's not going to be
anyone to grade your work or your
performance. I'm sure there's some of
you who have no idea what a poetry
slam is. I know I didn't have a clue. A
poetry slam is sort of like a poetry
tournament. You go up against another
individual and the judges rate your
work. The artist with the highest score
goes on to compete further. The egoslamming part is that you can actually
receive a score that is a negative number. So in other words, if you really
suck they'll let you know in front of
everybody.
Fortunately for us, at Lilmag's
Open Mike Night they won't do that.
So if you've written something you
think people would like to hear or need
to hear, you can try it out in a risk-free
environment.
If your interested in working with
the staff ofLitmag or submitting some
work to be considered for publication,
then you need to visit your friendly
neighborhood Student Activities Office for more information.
Keep in mind that seeing your
name in print does great things for your
ego, trust me r know.
Keeping in the spirit of this article
I have one last note:
If in print you want to see your
name
Call these people and tell them the
same
So become a real joiner and,
tell 'em you heard about it on The
Corner.

5ig Tau from page 5

SOUTH OF
THE BORDER

," ;-

student produced, to promote the literary arts here on campus. There's no
limits to what we will accept as long as
it's well written," said Don Barnes, the
magazine's managing editor.
Liunag is open to all UM-St. LDuis
students and is a great way to learn
about what goes on behind the scenes
of a publication. You're guaranteed to
be exposed to production, computer
and leadership skills that you can use
when you grow up and get a real job_
"We need student support. Our
objective is to create a forum to expose
their arts and make connections. They
can also gain valuable experience to
take on in life," Bames said.
Maybe you're more into the performing side of this literary stuff, the
nice people at Lilmag don't want you
to feellefi out SO they've created a new
creature called Open Mike Night. They
just held the first one on Sept 16, and
have a few more planned. They've got
one coming up on November 16 . .
"It's new, in order to promote the
organization, the magazine and submission rates, and also as a free forum
for students on campus. Free forum
and free admission, what more could
you ask for," said Barnes about Open
Mike Night.
Open Mike Night provides an
opportunity for students to read or
perform their own original arts. According lO Bames, this is an outlet
much needed on this campus.
Now if you've ever attended what
they call a poetry slam you don'l have

Q)

;;>

ea

is something that should be maintained fraternities of the past has begun to
after the college experience.
dissipate, and schoolwork has begun to
"Developing good leaders for the become a focus of the groups.
chapter, the campus and the commu"We're trying to provide an avenue
nity; not only during their four years of for people to get their academ ics done,"
college, but throughout their profes- said Chris Radzom , vice-president of
sional careers."
fmance for the fraternity.
Another goal of the Sig Taus is to
Theachievemenl, thatthemembers
get more of the men on campus involved of Sigma Tau Gamma have attained
with campus activities. The guys pride are:
themselves on not only getting people
,1992: Greek Week champions,
involVed, but actually keeping students Intramural Football champions, Greek
.at UM-St. Louis. .
Man of the Year
'
:"If it weren't for the Sig Taus, I
,1993: Greek Week champions,
probably wouldn't even be at UMSL current SGA President, 6 SGA Senaand no way would I have gotten in- tors, 3SGA Assembly Representative.s,volved in student government," Mas- current OKE President, current UMters said.
S1. Louis Homecoming King
Sig Tau members are stressing the
'Largest fraternity house on camfact that they attempting to make pus
changes within their organization that
Karabas said he sees their main
reflect the changes that are happening goal to be to "maintain our current level
in society. With academics as the main of excellence while remaining the best
focus in most everyone' s liferightnow, fraternity on campus."
itiseasy to see why the "anirnalhouse"
Some may see this opinion as
type situation that was prevalent in overrated or even cocky, but these men
have continually proven themselves as
being one of the best Greek organizations that this campus has to offer.
They are constantly striving for excel.......
lence, and use the talents of their
&3 .--.,
tr\
to betternotonly themselves,
members
0
l I'>
but those around them. Such activities
.....I ~ f'l.i ..,.
~
include
an annual Thanksgiving dinner
0
~ tr\
0..
....
tr\
:;
0
cu Z :;J
held
for
the homeless in the area, and
00'"
C.!J OJ ~ c: cf
the initiation of a "no serving" policy
s
0 -~ u:; '"
for theGreekorganizations on campus .
s:: en ... ~
.9 -.::I;::: ~ .s:
It is easy to see why the Sig Taus
~ Q:;
.~ <
<..I
<>
called
their ·celebration "25 Years on
l:t!-<
..,~
Top."
They
are the type of organization
'"
-<'"
that should not be modeled only by
other fraternities, but by all organizations that are striving for something
bettcrthan those before them achieved.
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I'm Here
When You Need Me
·rr

A
CIRRUS.
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or
call us at 383-5555. If you have your account at another bank,your ATM card can
be used at the machine in University Center
.
if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

We have
discounts to help
you drive dovvn
the. cost of
car msurance.

Allst;tte has car illsurallce tlisCOllllb that call 1ll'lp mu s:tl"e mOllel
. 'Which discoUlll, do lOll qllali~
lUI·' (;iw LIS :t (aI/to !lilt! Ollt.

Jim McCorkle
878-1698

383-5555

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

Member FDIC

Alistate®

You're in good bands.
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Ship: Riverlnen Drowning
Fast, Fifth Straight Loss Is Record
by Pete Dicrlspino
associate sports editor
I

Is Decrepit .
Billboard
OnlyPromo
Solution?
by Cory Schroeder
sports editor
It seems like I am always criticizing the athletic department in this column, so, in order to avoid being redundant, I will start things off on a posi ti ve
note.
V olleyball head coach Denise
Silvester has done a tremendous job in
recruiting. Silvester's hard work over
the winter is paying dividends with
recruits like super setter Amy Cole,
who has twice been named MidAmerican Intercollegiate Athletics
Association "Setter of the Week", and
hard-hitting Richelle Blow, who at 5'
7" has surprised bigger opponents with
devastating spikes, Silvester's freshman
sensation, middle hitter Sheri Grewe,
will be the anchor of the Riverwomen
for years to come.
Now with the praise out of the way ,
I can get 00 with the real point of this
column: the athletics department's
dismal job of self-promotion.
Saint Louis University has promoted its athletic teams by plocing
advertisements in the Post-Dispatch,
television commercials, and even slides
at local movie theaters. The Bi11ikens
consistently have large crowds at athletic events, which brings in revenue
for the university in the fonn of concessions and merchand.i.se sold at those

games. But most important! y, there are

people to support the athletes who feed
off encouragement and appreciation.
The extent of UM-St Louis' ad. .
..
deere' bill
vertlsmg campaIgn
IS a
pit
.
ts
th
board that SI on e outskirts 0 f
'ght Ian
campus, whi ch Studen ts In1 g ce
·" dri .
Cam
Dri
I
at whwe vrng up
pus
ve.
h
fli
have not even seen so muc as a er
.
.
ted
announcmg an upcommg game pos
on a bulletin board anywhere around
campus.
Granted, UM-St. Louis does not

II

A lackluster secondl).a1fby the UMSt Louis Riverrnen soccer team was
just what Missouri Valley needed
Wednesday afternoon as the Ri vermen
dropped their ftfth game in a row to the
Vikings 2-0.
The five losses are a school record
for the Rivermen, whose season record
sank to 2- 5-1, and tliey suffered a fustever loss to the Vikings.
The team was previously 4-0 against
the Vikings before Wednesday'sdisappointing effort.
"This is the lowest point of the
season and of my coaching career,"
UM-St. Louis head coach Tom
Redmond said. "We had too many stupid
turnovers and silly passes. That will
catch up with you over a course of a
game."
In the fIrst half, the Rivermen controlled the tempo and had some good
scoring chances, butcouldn 't capitalize.
Midfielder Todd Rick had a shot
i sail over the net four minutes into the
game, off a pass from Matt Gober.
UM-St Louis midfielder Robert
Emerson and sweeper Dean Dallas also
had chances, but each shot was turned
away by goalie Pete Caudle.
Forward Greg Tieber, who had a
strong game, also tested Caudle twice
in the first half. Tieber first blasted a25-

I

Photo Alfie M. Ali
ONE ON ONE: Rivermen backfielder Doug Wiese (#2) attempts to clear the ball past Viking midfielder Scott

Harvatin (#21). The Vikings defeated the Rivermen 2-0 last week.
foot shot to the left of Caudle, who
made a diVing save. Then with 19
minutes left in the fust half, Tieber
drilled a pass from Doug Wiese only to
again be denied by Caudle.

.Riverw011len Hope 1'0 Get Mule ·Off
Their Back, Face Ne11lesis CMSU
by Rebecca Dames
of The Current staff
The UM-St Louis Riverwomen are heading toward

a difficult period. The team is ranked 3rd in tfie S0ufu-

Central Region and 25 th in the nation. The team has been
doing very well this season, however, to hang on to their
ranking they must win all their upcoming matches.
"From here on out every game is a must win," said
UM- St Louis head coach Denise Silvester.
This'IS a
diffi
' Itse
. lf,owever.
h
Wh en you
I
cul
t task ill
I tbrow ill
. the fact they still have an upcommg
. matches
. C tral Mi'
.S
..
agamst en
ssoun tate UruversIty and Northeast
Mis soun. State It. makes
. It. even more 0 f a challenge.
. .
These matches play heavily on theemOl1onal aspects
f th
0 The~. tha UM S Lo . has
· CMSU
e .act t
- t. illS
not beaten

Riverrnen's frustration.
''We're just not getting the breaks
right now," UM-St. Louis forward
Todd Rick said.
At the other end, the Vikings hard! y
tested goalie Todd Molski. Midfielder
Rodney Bratcher and Andrew Vanover
each had close-in chances on Molski,
but both rifled their shots wide.
"We haven't been scoring goals
lately," Missouri Valley back Craig
Pohl said.
The Riverrnen hustled hard in the
first half and with a break in the second
half, were well on their way to a victory.
However, the hard work went south

.

See Sinking, page 10
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during Silvester's coaching tenure weighs heavily on her
shoulders.
have nearly the budget SLU has. In
fact, the athletic department has reThey will be hosting CMSU Oct. 6, at 7 p.m.
peatedly told me they barely have
Jeff Kuchno, UM-St. Louis sports information director, has an optimistic outlook for the volleyball team.
eoough to pay for equipment and the·
"CMSU is not as dominant as they used to be, we
few scholarships that are actually
awarded.
gave them a very tough match two weeks ago," Kuchno

It would be unfair of me to criticize I said.
I
This is a very important game and to mark this even\ .
without proposing a solution. One exthe athletics department is holding a "Student-Athlete
Carol Kampwerth
ists right within the heart of the uniSpirit Night."
versitycampus: the student newspaper,
TheCIIJ'renl.
The pre-game reception will be held at 6 p.m. in really unnerve a team no matter what their confIdence level.
e
d
..
Room
221 of the Mark Twain Building with the game
The Current
"We had fans yellingoutour players names as they came up
.
a f lers a vernsmg at a . . .
.
lmmOOIJtely
foUowmg. All coaches have been asked to
to serve the ball, werea1ly got drowned out and boggeddov.'Tl,"
remarkabl y Iow rate, the cheapest ad
.
.,
,-.
r . ,·..' r S?" Th
'..1
thelflteam
• dns .0f .• J.. ... e _.J.
e urrent I
s rl!r!,e
ea
' . members to attend thiS match III order to said Silvester.
.
SIlO),' support tor one another
by a large percentage of college Stu.
In order to stay in the nmning for the national tournament
dents; surrounding communities, and
The effect that large crowds can have on players is they must beat the two most difficult teams they've faced this
also has stands at two MetroLink sta- phenom.enal.'
season.
Dunng last weeks match at Northeast the 1,500
tions. Thesereach commuters who ride
They were given the weekend off after losing to Northeast
roaring fans stamped their feet with excitement and
the trains every day to work and back.
on Sept. 29 and Emporia State on Sept 24.
launchedcrys of battle. Their shouts were unnerving and
I estimate approximately twenty
directed out at individual players, Hoots and hollers can
See Volley, page 10
people worlc at the athletic deparunent
including coaches, secretaries, and the
sports information director. If the ath - I
letic department does not have enough
money for promotions to allot from its
~
budget, how about every deparunent
employee chipping in a buck a week to
. run an ad for a big, upcoming game?
That would leave approximately $3 a
week the budget could surely cover. 1'd
by Pete Dicrlspino
--------------------~
gladly contribute $1 if the athletic deassociate sports editor
*Leads
partment would use it for that purpose.
Hopesforqualifyingforpostse~n
Rivermen
So, how about it folks?
play were booted two weeks ago when
With this increased exposure, the
Scoring With
the UM-St. Louis men's soccer team
end result would be better fan turnout at
dropped two games at the Hamot Cup
Eight
Points
home games. More money would be
Classic at Gannon University in Erie,
received from admission fares and
Penn., Sept 25-26.
concession items. That money could
*Has One Of
The Rivermen drOpped a 2-0 decibe uSed for additional promotion like a
Only
Two
sion to Gannon and a 3-2 overtime loss
Post-Dispatch ad or even fliers posted
to Mercyhurst
Game-Winning
around campus.
"We were hoping for a split," UMLarge sums of revenue would not
Goals
St. Louis head coach Tom Redmund
pour in immediately, but at least the
said.
student body of this university and
The losses dropped the team ' s
*Tied
For
other residents of St. Louis would be
record to 2-4-1 and with 11 games
Rivermen Lead I
aware that UM-St Louis does have
remaining, the Riverrnen's playoff
quality athletic teams.
With ·Three
hopes have all but vanished.
Awareness is where the process
"It comes down to having the desire
Goals
must begin.
to
want
to win," senior stopper Doug
I '-"---_~
--,-------'--------I
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Three minutes later, Tieber centered a ball into the Viking box, a
Viking defender headed it out, butright
on to the foot of Gober. Gober fIred a
one-timer just wide, continuing the

for the winter and the team came out in
the second half in a daze.
The Vikings undoubtedly controlled the half and made the Rivermen
appear to be strangers.
"We played good for a couple of
minutes, then we play bad for acouple,"
Rick said. "We don't have any consistency."
Consistency has killed the
Rivermen all year long and has their
coach throwing his hands in the air
looking for answers.
"I feel as a coach, I should be able
to get the players up, prepared, and in a
match for 90 minutes," Redmond said.
"I haven't been able to do that with this
group for some reason."
The Vikings ' leading scorer forward Doug Fenstermacher, got it going
for his team, offensively.
First he beat back Jeff Kreher with
a burst of speed to his left, but Molski
was there to stop his weak shot with 29
minutes left.
.
Then with just over 26 minutes
remaining in the game, midfielder Derek Larkin intercepted a bad pass from
Dallas and sprung Fenstermacher ott
to the races on a breakaway.
Fenstermacher made a move to his left
to avoid Molski, who came out to challenge and trickled a shot into the net for
a 1-0 lead.
"Our passing was just horrendous
the whole game," Redmond said. "I
don't think we put three straight passes
together the entire game."
After the goal, the Rivermen
seemed to lose a little bit of enthusiasm
and the Vikings took advantage of it.
Fenstermacher again was in the
middle of things as he hit the crossbar
with just over 23 minutes left in the
contest on a free kick just outside the
goal box.
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Rivem len's Chances For
Postseason Play Are Doubtful
Wiese said.
In Saturday's game, Gannon was
held in check by the Riverrnen in the
first half, but scored two second half
goals to put away the Riverrnen.
''We cameoutstrongin both games
over the weekend, but we still have
moments where wedon 'tseem coplay,"
Redmond said. "The coaches and L.1e
players have to take the responsibility ."
. Wiese also believed the team came
out strong against the Golden Knights,
who are ranked second in the NCAA
Division n college poll. "We didn't
play awfully bad against Gannon, they
just had the better team," he said.
The Golden Knights outshot the
Riverrnen18 to five; anothertestament
to the tearn 's lack of offense.
"We need to get as manypeoplcas

we can into the attack, we need the
midfielders to join in on the play,"
Wiese said.
Goalie Todd Molski made nine
saves against the Golden Knights,
lowering his goals against average to
1.82.
In Sunday's game, the Rivermen
battled back from a 2-1 deficit against
Mercyhurst, and sent the game into
overtime on a late goal by midfielder
Matt Gober.
The Lakers, however, scored the
winning goal on a penalty kick 10
minutes into the flfst overtime when
Rivermen midfielderGayle Abbas was
whistled for an intentional handball in
front of the Rivermen goal.

See Chances, page 10
i
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Chances from page 9
Rivermen goalie JeffHulsey made
10 saves in the losing effort.
"We don't have the confidence to
score many goals, and I think our heads
drop a little bit when we give one up,"
Redmond said.
The Ri vermen did play outstanding
defense all weekend led by Wiese and
sweeper Dean Dallas.
"Doug played outstanding, he
marked well against both of the teams '
top scorers," Redmond said.
"If my job is to mark the top guy, I

Volley from page 9
do it," Wiese said. "Coach lets me do it
because of my experience. Wiese has
been with the program for four years
now.
Wiese had some help against tIie
Golden Knights and the Lakers from
fellow senior Dallas.
"Dino had an outstanding weekend,
especially on Sunday," Redmond said..
Wiese said he feels [Dallas] are
really beginning to work together.
"I think we're fInally comfortable
with each other, after getting a couple

games in," Wiese said. 'Things are
running smooth now."
The Rivermen travel to Oakland
Oct 9.
·Injury Update.
Midfielder Justin Staus didn ' t play
in the Hamot Cup CIassic due to an
ankle injury.
"Justin could barley get on and off
the plane," Redmond said.
Back Gary Davis also did not play
and will miss the remainder of the
season with a bad ankle.

The team still needs work on their
defense, though.
"Defense is still not there, we are
not keeping the ball alive long enough
to score points," Silvester said
The Riverwomen have lost their
last 15 matches to Central Mis.souri
State and must win in order to have a
shot of qualifying for postseason play.
With a little more practice and a
little more effort the UM-St Louis
volleyball team seem to be on their way
to better things.

Lynn H. Staley

Is LoOking For Students To Do Data Entryffe1emarketing

ATIORNEY & COUNSELOR AT LAW
314/647 -3200

• TELEMARKETING: 10 Hrs A Week. During Business hrs/ Flexible.
Dependability And Own Transponation A Must.
• DATA ENTRY: 10-20 Hrs A Week. Extended Hours During Tax Season,
Willing To Train But Must Be Dependable And Have Own Transponation.

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATIONTERI HUBBARD 576-1350

3433 Hampton Avenue· St. Louis· 63139
Traffic Violations:

Sinking from page 9

$40, most locations
Missouri/lllinois
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The Rivermen could hardly muster
up any scoring opportunities in the
half, but Dallas might of had the best
chance of them all.
Dallas, from about 10 feet outside
the goal box, bombed a free kick beating Caudle, but the ball sailed over the
crossbar with just under 14 minutes
left.
After Dallas' shot, it was beginning to feel as though the game was not
meant to be won.
A minute later, Fenstermacher
confirmed the notion. The Rivermen
were pressing hard for a goal and
Fenstermacher caught their defense up
on the play and made them pay.
. He led a four-on-one down on
Molslci, with defender Lewis Tucker
being the only man back. He then converted a pretty give-and-go from Larkin
and beat Molslci for his second goal of
the game.
The goal was icing on the cake for
the Vikings, who improved theirrecord

Auto Body Repairs

~

%e 'Britisli J4re Coming!

HEWKIN AUTO BODY CO.
QUAUTY GUARANTEED· BY PEOf'l.E WHO CARE

Join In This International Event Sponsored By The UM-St. Louis Forensic
And Debate Team And Pierre Laclede Honors College

Towing Avallabl.

Kevin and Don
(314) 522-9468

Audience Participation Debate
British Debaters And UM-St. Louis' Best Square Off
Issue: This House Believes That The American Drcam
Is In Reality A Nightmare

MONDAY, OCTOBER 11,7:00 PM
RESIDENCE HALL CHAPEL

15 Darst
Ferguson. Mo. 63135

RECEPTION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING DEBATE

ISummer
I Special Q
I $15 ~~~MP COUR;i' I
I
I
I

apart again."

Now,it'sbacktothechawingboard
for the Riverrnen, as they have to get .
their ship back on course to salvage
what's left of the season.
"Missouri Valley is a nice little
squa<L I like they way they play, but
their not even close to what's coming
up," Redmond said.. 'We're going to
try and survive the last ten games."
'We just have to get back to working hard," Rick said.. ''Right now, it
seems like nobody cares."
The Riverrnen hosted the Vess
Classic last weekend and hoped to rebound against the 0-8 'Lopes of Grand
Canyon University and Fontbonne
College.
·To The Sidelines.
The Rivermen again were without
midfielder Justin Staus, who is still
iecovering from an ankle injury.
Midfielder Gayle Abbas also sat
out after he received a red card in the
Mercyburstgame.Aredcardcarriesan
automatic one-game suspension. Abbas
was issued the card for an intentional
h"llld ball violation in front of the
Rivennen net
'We missed Gayle and Justin very
much," Redmond said.

-•

"Help us celebrate our. 28th yeor in the skydMng business,"

COME JOIN US FOR AN EVENING OF FUN

to 5-3-1.
'We were pushing up at the end,
that's how they got some of their
breakaways," Rick said.. "We just fell

Wheel Balancing

S1ate lnapectlonl
Tvn.Ups

Air COndtloning Woril

JIM'S AUTOMOTIVE
Complete Auto Repair
24 Hr. Towing - 831~87

ARCHWAY SKYDIVING CENTRE

City Airport - Vandalia, IL
1-618-283-4978
1-800-344-4764
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LOOKOUT!
HERE COMES-

..
Show your school spirit and help
celebrate Homecoming Week
October 18-23
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THINK ABOUT IT.

